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The eigenvalue problem of the Laplace operator and its relation to the
geometrical structure of the domain have been studied by many authors.
It is usually the case that the eigenvalue and its eigenfunction vary continuously under the smooth deformation of the domain. But if the defo.rmation o the domain is weak or wild (i.e. the topological type is not
conserved or some part of the domain degenerates, etc.), the set of the
eigenvalues may not converge to that of the limit domain and some of the
eigenfunctions may behave singularly on the perturbed portion of the
domain. We deal with a singularly perturbed domain 9()= D U D LJ Q()
(0) where one part Q() degenerates to a one-dimensional segment as the
parameter -0 while D r D-- and we characterize the behavior of the
eigenfunctions. J.T. Beale [1] has dealt with a domain perturbation
similar to. the above. He has considered an exterior domain .q) of a bounded
obstacle with a partially open cavity and characterized the set of the scattering frequencies when the channel to the cavity is sufficiently narrow.
Especially in the case of Neumnn boundary condition, he has proved that
the set of the scattering frequencies is approximated by the un,ion of the
scattering frequencies and that of the eigenfrequencies on the limit line
with. the Dirichlet boundary condition on the
segment of the channel
segment.
See [1] or details. By applying the method
the
endpoints of
of [1] to our situation, the set of_ the eigenvalues {/()}o= of -zl or the
Neumann boundary condition, is decomposed as follows: {p()}o__= {()}o=
Ll{w()}__ where {()}L- approximates the set of the eigenvalues on
D LJ D and {()}o= approximates the set of the eigenvalues of -(d/dz"-) in
the limit line segment for the Dirichlet boundary condition. The purpose
of this paper is to present a characterization theorem for the eigenfunctions
to {2()}= and {()}o=, respectively.
1o Formulation. We specify the singularly perturbed domain 9()
in R" in the following form,
9()= D U D. U Q()
Q()
are
defined in the following conditions where
and
where D(i--1,2)
x’= (x, x, ..., x) e R-’.
(A.1) D and D are bounded domains in R (mutually disjoint) with smooth
boundary which satisfy the following conditions for some positive

constant
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(A.2) Q():R()
R() {(x, x’)
R()={(x, x’) e R --lx <--1+2, ]x’<p((--1--x)/)}
where p e C(( 2, 0]) C(( 2, 0)) is a positive valued monotone increasing
function such that p(0)= 2, #(s)= 1 for s e (-2, -1) and the inverse function
p-" [1, 2] [--1, 0] satisfies lim,(dp-/)()= 0 for any nonnegative
0), p (-1, 0,
integer k. Hereafter we denote the points p=(1, 0,
,0) and the set L= 0<<. Q()={(z, 0,... ,0)e R-lz1).
We consider the following eigenvalue problem (1.1) in 9() for small

...,

>0.

j a#

(1.1)

0

where A==/x is the Laplace operator and v denotes the unit outward normal vector on 9({). Let {p({)}= be the eigenvalues of (1.1)
arranged in increasing order (counting multiplicity). By applying the
method of J. T. Beale [1], we can separate the set of the eigenvalues of
(1.1) for small {>0, i.e. {p({)}= is expressed as follows

(1.2)
where {()}= is a perturbation of the set of the eigenvalues in D U D
for the Neumann boundary condition and {1({)};= is a perturbation of that
for the operator --(d/dz ) in L with the Dirichlet boundary condition on
the endpoints of the segment L.
Let {o}= and {}= be respectively the sequence of the eigenvalues
arranged in increasing order and the complete system of the corresponding orthonormalized eigenfunctions of the following eigenvalue problem in

D UD.

[A+o=0

(1.3)

3

in D [J D,

on D, OD2.

0

.,

(0=,=,.
[{,= 1, kl)
We put 2=(k/2) and S(z)=sin (k/2)(z+ 1) (kl) which are respectively the eigenvalues and the complete system of the eigenfunctions of
the following eigenvalue problem

.S+S=O,

(1.4)

-1<z<1,

We also assume the following condition
(h.a)
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By the above argument, we have,
Proposition.

limw()--w, lim ()= (k=l, 2, 3, ...).

(1.5)

-0

2.

-0

Main result.

Theorem. Assume n>=3. We can choose a complete system of the
orthonormalized eigenfunctions {,}= (l,[(()= 1 (,.,))=0,
km) which are separated as follows {,}== {,}= {@,}= where
respectively correspond to (), () and (), and satisfy the
and
following conditions,
lim
(2.1)
0
sup ]d/("-)/+,:(x, x’)-&(xO]=O,
lira
(2.2)

,,

, ,,

o

x=(xa,x’)Q()

],:(x)--(x)]=O,
sup I,(x, x’)-- V(x)
lim
x=(x,x’) eQ()

lim sup

(2.3)

(2.4)

o

V the unique solution of the following two point
boundary value problem (2.5) for each k= 1, 2, 3,

Here we denoted by

.,

<z

].

v(and d is the (n--1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the unit ball in R
Short argument about the proof.
Let (,:}= be any complete orthonormal system of eigenfunctions in
(l)
(i 1 2) by the followL(9(O). We separate it into two families {,}=

iV(l)

.

-.

ing conditions"

(3.1)
0

It is easy to see,
-o

o

where (x) .(x)/[() [[(())
The importan point in our proof is to eharaeterize the behavior of the
eigenfunetion in the sense of the uniform eonvergenee. We can apply the
method developed in [2] and [3] to {,}L and m()> which are uniformly
converges uniformly to 0 in
bounded. Thus we can prove that each
D U D and any sequence of positive values {} 0 has a subsequenee {a}
converges to S or-S when m in Q(a). Similarly,
such hat
we can deduee the asymptotic behavior of m()

,

,+
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